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Outline and Introduction
• Introduction
– At Least Two Classes of New Phenomena
• Class 1: Particle (neutron) emitting, conventional d+d fusion
• Class 2: Anomalous Heat Effect (AHE) with no neutrons

• Class 1 Phenomena, Conventional Nuclear Process
– Useful in medicine, activation analysis
– Patents and devices, new experiments

• Class 2 Phenomena, Excess Heat
– Not yet understood, potential for clean energy production
– New methods of experimental inquiry

• Sidney Kimmel Institute at MU, host of ICCF-18
• Why is this slow to be accepted?

Class 1: Solid-State Fusion
• Pyroelectric d+d crystal fusion
– Jabon, Federovich, and Samsonenko (1997)
– Naranjo, Gimzewski, and Putterman (2005)
– LiTiO3 pyroelectric crystal accelerates D+ ions into a ErD2
target

• Piezoelectric fusion and other nuclear reactions
– Piezoelectric crystal acts as a huge voltage amplifier to
create fields that accelerate electrons, deuterons, etc.
– Confirmed beta and x-ray source, and confirmed fusion, but
very low intensity (Prof. Scott Kovaleski’s Group at MU)
– Upcoming Workshop for Nuclear Microsystems, July 18-19,
2013. see http://cantmis.missouri.edu/workshop.html

Class 1: Fusion in Deuterium-loaded Metals
• Intense emissions of neutrons from deuterium heavily
loaded on chips of Ti, Pd, and 238U
– http://newenergytimes.com/v2/conferences/2012/ICCF17/
papers/Prelas-Neutron-Emission-from-Cryogenic-ICCF17pp.pdf
– Work at BARC: Kaushik et al., Rapid Communications,
Indian Journal of Technology 28, pp. 667-673 (1990).
– China Institute of Atomic Energy, China, Email:
ssjiang@ciae.ac.cn, Tsinghua University, China (2012)
– Izumida, Yamashita, and Miyadera (1990)
– Arata and Zhang (1990)
– Menlove, Fowler , Garcia, Miller, Paciotti , Ryan, and S. E.
Jones (1990)
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Class 1: Antimatter Production in Thunderstorms
• Production of positrons within thunderstorms
This is an excellent
example of new,
unexpected
phenomena in a
strongly interactive
system driven far
from equilibrium
from Scientific
American, August,
2012

Class 2 Phenomena: Anomalous Excess Heat of
Unknown Origin (as in Fleischmann and Pons)
• There are now hundreds of confirmations of this
effect by many exceptionally skilled
experimentalists, including groups at BARC, NRL,
ENEA, and many other laboratories world-wide
• Despite numerous claims to the contrary, the
physical origin of this effect remains unknown
• Typically these results occur one time in 20 (NRL)
to one time in 7 (Energetic Technologies), and the
size of the effect varies considerably in an
uncontrolled way

Sidney Kimmel Institute for Nuclear Renaissance
(SKINR) at MU

$5.5 Million gift, plus equipment,
Five-year minimum duration
SKINR’s objective is to determine the physical origin
of the Anomalous Heat Effect

“I chose MU for this important gift because it is a
comprehensive university, experienced in using its
deep scientific research capacity across many fields
with its firm commitment to serve the public good.”

MU Research Reactor

At 10 MW, MURR is the
largest neutron source on a US
campus and provides a flux
competitive with national user
facilities. It has a total of six
beam ports, three of which are
presently dedicated to four
neutron scattering instruments:
a triple-axis spectrometer
(TRIAX), a neutron reflectometer
(NR) and two double-axis
diffractometers (2X-C and PSD).

SKINR’s Scientific Focus (Con’t)
• Neutron scattering to determine the structure and
dynamics of the hydrogen / deuterium system; xray scattering to determine Pd lattice

SKINR’s Scientific Focus (Con’t)
Implant Loading… Energy from ‘glow discharge loading’
up to the Coulomb barrier (cyclotron)
In a big radiation vault, so we
bring the beam out to impinge
on target
D+ on layered Pd targets
p on isotopic pure 64Ni

Soon…
p on layered Pd targets
D+ on isotopic pure 64Ni

General Electric, 16.8 MeV p accelerator
(MU and Essential Isotopes, LLC)

Experiment Setup Model

Experiment vs. Calculated

ICCF 18 at MU, July 21-27, 2013
First time in over 20 years that the ICCF has been held
on the campus of a major research university

Applying the Scientific Method to Understanding Anomalous Heat Effects: Opportunities
and Challenges See: http://iccf18.research.missouri.edu/index.php

Discovery is Disruptive and Unexpected
If we all worked on the assumption that what is
accepted as true is really true, there would be little
hope of advance.
- Orville Wright
The flying machine which will really fly might be
evolved by the combined and continuous efforts of
mathematicians and mechanicians in from one million
to ten million years.
- The New York Times, Oct. 9, 1903
We started assembly today.
- Orville Wright's Diary, Oct. 9, 1903

